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Introduction

Change in organizations is not new — it’s just 
accelerating due to…

• New technology

• Increased concern about government by public

• Growth & increased complexity.

• The result: Change or die



Process Mapping

3

• Costs incurred at each 
step need to be 
understood!

• Which can be modified 
or eliminated? 



3 requirement for successful change

• Dis-satisfaction with current situation

• Vision of what is possible

• First action effectiveness



Which statements do you think are true?

• You are who you are, you fundamentally can’t change your basic 
characteristics

• You can change anything about yourself if it’s important enough



Paradox of change

• People who welcome change are not generally the best at being 
able to work reliably, dependably and follow processes. The 
reliability/dependability capabilities are directly opposite character 
traits to mobility/adaptability capabilities. 

• Certain industries and disciplines have a high concentration of staff 
who need a strong reliability/dependability personality profile, for 
example, health services and nursing, administration, public sector 
and government departments, utilities and services; these sectors 
will tend to have many staff with character profiles who find change 
difficult.



Minimizing Resistance to Change

• Communicate openly and often with employees and other change 
stakeholders, and without using confidence as an excuse to not 
communicate.

• Meet resisters face to face whenever possible.

• Point out unacceptable behavior without resorting to character 
assassination.

• Keep your commitments in order to build trust and respect. Trust can be 
lost in an instant and take years to regain.

• Don't shy away from bad news. Tell people candidly but sensitively.

• Choose people for key positions that have well developed interpersonal 
skills.



Lack of critical thinking

• Am I seeing the whole picture?  Is there another side? Am I missing 
something?

• Is what I believe to be true, actually true?

• Am I acting out of emotion?

What Stands in the Way of Effective Change 
Analysis







The new chief executive, one of the youngest in the nation’s history is 
being sworn into office on a bleak January day.  Standing beside him 
is his predecessor, a military leader who had the led the nation 
through a world war.  The new chief executive was raised Catholic and 
rose to his new position in part because of his vibrant charisma.  He is 
revered by the people and will go on to play a vital role in a military 
crises which will face the nation.  He will become legendary.



Steps of change management

• PROBLEM DEFINITION

• ANALYSIS

• COMMUNICATING

• IMPLEMENTING

• CHECKING



• People will argue about the crux

• State the issue in different ways

“Why is he a bad worker?”

“Why is he is always late?”

“Why doesn’t he get his work done?”

What the real issue you are trying to solve?

Framing:
What is the Crux of the Issue?



• Must provide the benefits of the objective

• Must deal effectively with obstacles

• Must meet all constraints

• Must be acceptable to stakeholders

• Involve an acceptable level of risk

Good Changes



Evaluating Possible Changes

• Establish weighted criteria

• -does it generate enthusiasm?

• -is it feasible?

• -is it costly?

• -does it have an acceptable risk level?

• -can it be done in the appropriate time frame?



Analyzing the Change 

• What strengths do we have to make this change?

• What stands in our way?



Consulting is Critical to Effective Change

Input is critical to making effective change



Communicating Change

• Introduce the big picture – How change will improve the world ?

• How would improving public purchasing improve the world?



Explain Why Change Needs to Occur

• legislative changes such as corporate governance, occupational health 
and safety, and risk management

• financial issues

• quality indicators such as defects and delivery to commit

• customer feedback from surveys, mystery shopper, focus groups and 
field reports

• employee satisfaction survey results

• benchmarking comparison results



Tell a Story

• Stories make things relevant

• People remember stories

• Tell a story that has familiar elements that people will relate to

• Presentation to MWD about implementing warehouse bar coding



DECISION STYLES
High

Low

Tolerance   
for   
Ambiguity

Rational Intuitive
Way of Thinking

Risk averse

Get it done

How does it 
look?

People first
Behavioral

Conceptual

Directive

Analytical



Critical for change

Sponsorship

Planning
Measurement
Engagement
Support structures
Belief in the change



Practical Techniques for Implementing Change    

• align systems of reward and recognition

• feed back performance results to employees

• achieve some quick wins

• celebrate achievements

• create meaning through introducing symbols of the new culture

• ensure managers walk the talk

• operationalize the change

• align recruitment and selection criteria



Implementing Change

• Look for “bright spots”  who is already performing the change?



Two Main Streams of Decision Theory

• Prescriptive – based on math and science, how people should make 
decisions  

• Descriptive – how people actually make decisions



Emotions may drive decisions and actions

• How will it look to others?

• I‘ll do it later

• How was the question framed?

• What’s the context?

• Fear of loss vs. anticipation of gain

• Default decisions

What Drives People’s Actions?



Change Influencers

• Rewards and sanctions

• Social pressure

• Propinquity (proximity)

• Habit



Commitment to Change

• Put things in the future

• “Life is a cinch by the inch”

• Create solutions for objective risks

• Build a horror floor



Make Sure Rewards are Appropriate

• The government wanted people to save money, but it allowed them 
to deduct interest on credit cards and taxed savings interest

• WWII soldiers couldn’t go home until the war was won.  During Viet 
Nam soldiers served a 13 month tour and were motivated to stay 
alive until their tour was over.



Nudge Theory

• Nudge theory (or Nudge) is a concept in behavioral science, political 
theory and economics which argues that positive reinforcement and 
indirect suggestions to try to achieve non-forced compliance can 
influence the motives, incentives and decision making of groups and 
individuals alike, at least as effectively – if not more effectively - than 
direct instruction, legislation, or enforcement



Power of Habit

• Organizations create habits and routines so people can make 
decisions without having to get constant directions

• What is your routine?

• What do you do first thing when you get into the office?

• Most of what we do, we do out of habit



Changing Habits is a Key to Affecting Change

• Trigger or cue – signals your brain to go on automatic and which habit 
to use

• Routine – physical, mental or emotional

• Reward – the payoff from the actions of the habit

• When habit kicks in the brain stops fully participating in decision 
making



“Keystone Habits”

• To make widespread effective change, change keystone habits

• Paul O’Neal’s safety program changed a keystone habit, it got 
everyone talking to each other

• McKinsey, a management company has a keystone habit of critical 
internal reviews for each assignment

• Goldman Sachs does risk assessment for every decision



Individual Prerequisites for Change to Occur

Thinking & 

understanding
Emotional/  

Motivational

Behavioral

Head Heart

Hands

Why should I change?

What’s in it for me?

What do I do differently?



Supporting a change mentality

• Make it public

• Set milestones

• Use “if/then” statements

• Don’t be overly optimistic

• Look for other fresh starts



Waypower

• Determining how to change

• Encourage people to change by showing them how much progress 
they have already made toward changing



A stepped approach to change

Start
X

A journey of a thousand miles 
occurs one step at a time.

Success



Reward Behavior not Outcome

Reward behavior not outcome



Go for quick hits

• Go for quick hits



Measure Results

• Determine the indicators of change and measure them to see if 
change is taking affect



Checking - Risk Management

Each change needs to be analyzed for risk.



Analyzing risk

1. Define the problem and put it in context;

2. Analyze the risks associated with the problem in context;

3. Examine options for addressing the risks;

4. Make decisions about which options to implement;

5. Take actions to implement the decisions; and

6. Conduct an evaluation of the action’s results.



Stay Focused on What You are Trying to 
Accomplish

Don’t confuse what you want right now with what you want the most



Name 3 Changes you Would Make in Public 
Purchasing



End of presentation


